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The phrase “military communication system” is a broad umbrella. It includes 
VHF/UHF radios, microwave backhaul and the communication links used in 
radar, satellite and navigation systems. These installations may be ground-, 
vehicle-, ship- or aircraft-based. 

In these applications, reduced performance or system failure can often 
be traced to a few faulty elements: transmit/receive (T/R) modules, cable 
waveguides, antennas, filters or amplifiers. The ability to maintain optimum 
performance benefits from in-the-field testing and verification of systems and 
components. 

Traditionally, the necessary measurements have been performed using multiple 
benchtop instruments located in a repair depot or similar facility. Today, 
Keysight’s FieldFox handheld analyzers are enabling technicians and field 
engineers to make bench-caliber measurements in the field. This provides two 
important benefits. One is confidence in results, even when compared to those 
made with high-quality benchtop instruments. The other is reduced operating costs through 10-in-
one capability, built-in calibration functions features and MIL-STD ruggedness—all in a 6.6-lb package.

This application note focuses on the “what” and “how” of effective testing in pursuit of optimum 
performance in military communication systems. Two examples will highlight what’s possible: field 
test and verification of radar systems; and testing of VHF/UHF radios.

Sketching the Challenges
Military operations rely on extensive communication networks, and most are based on RF or 
microwave technologies. For example, radar is the most common element, supporting target 
search, tracking and navigation. These systems may operate at L-band, S-band, X-band or higher.

VHF/UHF radios are another essential element, enabling communication between the command 
center and front-line operations. These typically have a range of 10 to 30 miles and may operate 
at frequencies below 1 GHz. Antenna performance has a major effect on the reliability of VHF/UHF 
communication.

Other examples include satellite ground stations and microwave backhaul links. Ground stations 
are typically co-located with the command center, operating with very high output power. 
Backhaul links support emergency communication, can be set up very quickly, and usually operate 
at frequencies below 26 GHz.

Most of these systems are designed to meet specific needs, and unique systems often require 
unique test plans. Still, many share a similar set of challenges in maintenance and troubleshooting. 
Examples include the components that must be tested in every such system: cables, antennas, 
diplexers, duplexers, cavity filters, low-noise amplifiers, power amplifiers and attenuators. A wide 
range of RF measurements may be required:

 – Cable loss and distance to fault (DTF)
 – Vector network analysis to test components
 – Spectrum analysis to assess signal quality
 – Power measurements with a power meter
 – Spectrum monitoring to detect unwanted signals

The degree of difficulty is increased by the likelihood of extreme operating conditions. 
Electromagnetic factors include spurious RF signals and high-power RF signals. Environmental 
factors include temperature, humidity, dust and rain as well as potentially explosive environments 
(e.g., volatile fuels). One key challenge is ensuring the accuracy and repeatability across 
temperature extremes.
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Outlining the Solution

Keysight’s FieldFox analyzers are designed to withstand 
the toughest working conditions. To accelerate 
maintenance and troubleshooting, each operating mode 
has a task-driven user interface that saves time in the 
field. The microwave models are equipped to handle 
tasks ranging from routine measurements to in-depth 
troubleshooting.

Available FieldFox configurations can include the 
capabilities of up to 10 devices in a single portable 
package: cable and antenna analyzer; full two-port vector 
network analyzer (VNA) with time-domain analysis; 
spectrum analyzer with tracking generator; power meter; 
interference analyzer; vector voltmeter; frequency counter; 
independent signal generator; variable DC source and 
current monitor; and a built-in GPS receiver. This provides 
a very cost-effective solution that is just one instrument to 
learn, calibrate and carry (Figure 1).

Inside and out, the rugged and dependable FieldFox 
was designed for harsh conditions, field applications and 
demanding users. It meets some of the toughest operational specifications:

 – MIL-PRF-28800F Class 2: Capable of operating in rugged environments that include 
 unprotected, uncontrolled climactic conditions.

 – MIL-STD-801G, Test Method 511.5, Procedure 1: Refers to operation in an explosive 
 atmosphere.

 – IEC/EN 60529 IP 53 type tested: IP refers to ingress protection; FieldFox has passed 
 type-testing for protection from dust and water.

Specific capabilities built into FieldFox ensure accuracy and repeatability in the field. As 
an example, the CalReady and QuickCal features enhance cable, antenna and network 
measurements.

CalReady is a full two-port calibration performed at the factory during the manufacturing of 
each FieldFox. It enables the user to simply turn on the instrument, connect the device under 
test (DUT) and make reasonably accurate two-port VNA measurements immediately. CalReady 
provides the greatest accuracy when the DUT is connected directly to the test ports.

QuickCal enables the user to extend the reference plane to the end of the cables or adapters, 
thereby removing their effects from the measurements—without external calibration kits. This 
provides accurate S-parameter measurements by adapting the built-in CalReady terms to 
remove systematic errors associated with cables and adapters connected to either test port. 
Because QuickCal works on any connector type, it isn’t necessary to carry different adapters 
into the field.

For spectrum analysis and power measurements, the InstAlign feature automatically applies 
internal amplitude alignments as environmental conditions change. This ensures amplitude 
accuracy of ±0.5 dB at power-up, no warm-up time required.

Figure 1. FieldFox is easy to carry and operate, and each field-swappable battery will 
last about four hours.
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Testing Cables and Antennas

A variety of measurement capabilities are used to test and verify the performance of cables and 
antennas, which are the essential backbone of every communication system. At a basic level, 
the key need is to test the integrity of the transmission line system, including the antenna.

Every connection, imperfection and antenna will reflect some amount of power back to the 
source. Reflection characteristics are determined by measuring the amplitude ratios and 
phase differences between the incident and reflected waves. This is assessed using one of two 
figures of merit: return loss or voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR). Both indicate the amount of 
reflection caused at a specific point in the transmission chain: cable, connector or device (e.g., 
antenna). In effect, these measures have an inverse relationship: high values are good in return 
loss and low values are good in VSWR (close to 1.0 is ideal).

Simplifying the measurements
CalReady and QuickCal simplify cable and antenna measurements. CalReady is ideally suited 
to reflection measurements of cables or antennas connected directly to FieldFox. It is also 
useful when measuring the transmission and reflection performance of a coaxial cable when it 
can be connected between test ports 1 and 2.

Using QuickCal with a one-port DUT requires just one step: a measurement sweep is performed 
using an open-ended cable or adapter; an optional load may be included to improve source 
mismatch. A two-port device requires two steps: a measurement of the open-ended test cables; 
and a measurement sweep with the two ends connected. Once either process is completed, the 
reference plane is shifted to the ends of the cables or adapters and the actual response of the 
DUT can then be measured.

Finding distance to fault
Return loss measurements are the foundation of DTF calculations. FieldFox provides two 
operating modes: band-pass and low-pass.

Band-pass mode is useful when working with band-limited 
systems. It requires the user to input five parameters: start and 
stop distances; start and stop frequencies; and cable type. 
The instrument also implements a special algorithm to avoid 
phantom peaks that may occur when using this method.

Low-pass mode is useful with broadband systems or 
devices (e.g., cables). The user keys in three values: the start 
and stop distances and the cable type.

In either mode, FieldFox displays the results as log magnitude 
in decibels versus distance in meters, and peaks in the display 
indicate faults in the transmission line (Figure 2). Physical 
resolution is a function of the selected frequency span: the 
larger the span, the finer the physical resolution in the distance 
measurement.

Figure 2. Performing an inverse FFT on return loss (top) produces the distance-to-
fault trace (bottom), which is simply return loss in the time domain.
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Measuring cable loss
Two methods are commonly used to measure loss: one-port cable 
loss and two-port insertion loss. The one-port technique is typically 
used to measure long, installed coaxial cable. This method relies 
on CalReady to ensure accurate results and it generally provides 
adequate precision for long cable runs. If a jumper cable is needed to 
connect the instrument to the cable under test, QuickCal can be used 
to extend the reference plane to the end of the jumper cable.

Two-port insertion loss is used when both ends of a cable or both 
ports of a device are easily accessible. This method requires the use 
of a two-port mechanical calibration which, in general, makes it more 
accurate than the one-port technique.

Figure 3 shows a comparison of the one- and two-port methods. While 
the difference in accuracy is apparent, the one-port method is used 
more often because it is unusual to have easy access to both ends of a 
long cable run in a communication system.

Performing vector network analysis

FieldFox uses a four-receiver architecture, as shown in Figure 4. This enables a wide range of 
measurements and supports the use of sophisticated calibration techniques that yield precise 
results. Supported measurements include S-parameters (magnitude and phase); group delay, 
electrical delay and port extension; and Smith chart, polar chart and impedance.

FieldFox also supports a variety of calibration methods: CalReady and QuickCal; one-port; 
two-port; unknown through; quick short-open-load-through (QSOLT); waveguide; through-
reflection-line (TRL); response and enhanced response; and user-defined calibration.

The simplest approaches are CalReady, QuickCal and normalization, none of which require a 
calibration kit. This means less equipment in the field kit and ensures shorter measurement times.

When greater accuracy is needed, FieldFox supports advanced techniques that require a 
calibration kit. Supported methods include one-port open-short-load (OSL), full two-port 
and unknown-through calibration types that require measurements of SOLT standards. This 
introduces additional complications: high-quality cal kits containing coaxial and waveguide 
standards require maintenance for cleanliness, must be protected from damage and must be 
checked for visible signs of damage.

Figure 3. Although the two-port method (blue line) is more precise, the 
one-port method is more common.

Figure 4. Implementing a four-receiver architecture (left) in a portable instrument puts a powerful array of VNA 
measurements (right) into a field-worthy instrument. 
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Performing Signal Analysis

As mentioned earlier, FieldFox can be configured to include a spectrum analyzer, a power meter, 
an interference analyzer (with spectrogram display), and pulse measurements. Optional features 
include a full-band preamplifier, time-gated spectrum measurements, a full-band source and 
a full-band tracking generator. The previously mentioned InstAlign capability ensures specified 
accuracy at power-up for spectrum analysis and power measurements.

Spectrum analysis
Common measurements include detecting low-level signals in the presence of large ones or 
finding close-in signals near a large carrier. To meet these needs, the spectrum analyzer mode 
provides superior dynamic range, excellent close-in phase noise and fast sweep times: spur-free 
dynamic range (SFDR) is ≥105 dB and phase noise is –111 dBc/Hz at 10 kHz offset.

To measure electric or magnetic field strength, it’s necessary to account for cable gain and 
loss. With FieldFox, antenna factors and cable-loss data can be loaded through the front panel 
or with Keysight Data Link software.

When analyzing interference, spectrogram and waterfall displays help reveal intermittent signals 
over short or long intervals. Signal traces can be recorded to internal memory or external flash 
drives, and these traces can be played back for offline processing and analysis.

Measuring power
The built-in power meter provides the flexibility to make user-defined channel-power 
measurements with accuracy as good as ±0.5 dB. By selecting a wide channel bandwidth, 
FieldFox can simulate average-power measurements.

Measuring pulses
This optional capability works with USB peak power sensors to enable efficient characterization 
of pulsed RF signals. Measurements include peak power, peak-to-average ratio (PAR) and pulse 
parameters such as rise time, fall time and pulse repetition frequency (PRF).
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Exploring Example Measurements

Every piece of gear in a field kit has to prove its worth. Measuring up and earning 
a spot is the driving idea behind FieldFox. A brief look at two examples—radar and 
VHF/UHF radios will help illustrate the value of FieldFox in demanding applications.

Testing and verifying radar systems
In a radar system, several RF components can affect overall performance: antennas, 
coax cables, waveguide, duplexers, diplexers, power amplifiers, low-noise amplifiers, 
pulse generators and stabilized local oscillators (STALOs). The roster of useful tests 
spans a wide range of essential measurements (sidebar).

Pulse measurements are especially important when testing and verifying a radar 
system. Pulse profiling is a key performance indicator and it requires verification of 
pulse sequences in terms of timing and power levels. Essential values include peak 
power, average power and PAR; key parameters include pulse width, rise/fall time, 
PRF and pulse repetition interval (PRI).

As an alternative, these measurements can be made using the spectrum analyzer 
mode and the time-gating option. This provides simultaneous analysis in the time 
and frequency domains, and the gate width can be adjusted to enable analysis 
of single pulses. In addition to the expected basic trigger functions, advanced 
capabilities include burst trigger, trigger delay and pre-trigger, which ensures 
reliable capture of the rising edge of specific pulses.

Testing and verifying VHF/UHF radio systems
Wearable or vehicle-mounted VHF/UHF radios provide last-mile local communication. They 
are prone to RF-link breakdowns due to interference or feeder-line failures, and antenna 
performance has a major effect on communication reliability.

Maintaining a healthy RF link is crucial, and this includes site equipment and the air-interface 
signals. A simplified block diagram is shown in Figure 5: in the radio, important measurements 
include filter performance, amplifier performance, transmitter power, coax cable and antenna. 
In the air interface, the key issues are signal quality and interference.
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Figure 5. With the inclusion of increasingly 
complex passive and active components, modern 
radio systems require more—and more difficult—
measurements in the field. 

Essential measurements for test and 
verification of radar systems

 – Cable and antenna test
 – Pulse measurements
 – Phased-array antenna measurements

 – S21 magnitude and phase with VNA
 – A/B measurements with vector 

  voltmeter (VVM)
 – Channel alignment in RF test target 

generation system
 – Magnitude and phase with VNA or 

VVM
 – Diplexer verification
 – Signal phase alignment of STALO with a 

VNA or VVM
 – Antenna port phase alignment (sigma 

and delta)
 – A/B measurement with VVM

 – Attenuator measurements
 – S21 or S11 with VNA

 – Waveguide testing
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Testing and verifying VHF/UHF radio systems (continued)

Several measurement challenges arise when testing and verifying such systems 
in the field. For example, active components such as power amplifiers (PAs) and 
tower-mounted amplifiers (TMAs) have the potential to generate intermodulation 
signals between channels or systems.

Another concern is the presence of system noise and interference, which affect 
network connectivity, system capacity, voice quality and data throughput. Potential 
problems include co-channel, adjacent-channel and intermodulation interference; 
uplink and downlink interference; and external interferers.

In cable and antenna systems, excessive return loss on the transmit path will 
degrade uplink signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), and excessive return loss on the receive 
path will degrade downlink SNR. In addition, high power levels in cables or antennas 
can cause passive intermodulation.

With FieldFox, three capabilities simplify or enhance the measurement process: 
standard collections of settings for specific RF signals; tune-and-listen; and record/
playback.

Through its “radio standard” menu, FieldFox provides frequency and channel settings 
that match specific standards; custom standards can be imported using comma-
separated variable (.CSV) files. The instrument sets the proper center frequency and 
selects a span that includes all uplink and downlink frequencies. The user can control 
measurements by selecting a channel rather than a frequency. Built-in measurements include 
channel power, occupied bandwidth and adjacent channel power ratio (ACPR).

The tune-and-listen capability, which can be used to identify interfering signals, covers three 
bands: AM, with 35 kHz bandwidth; FM narrow, with 12 kHz bandwidth; and FM wide with 
150 kHz bandwidth. Demodulated signals can be heard through the internal speaker or through 
headphones (3.5-mm jack). Because the tuner is separate from the spectrum analyzer display, 
the user can listen to one frequency while displaying a different range of frequencies.

Record/playback mode is especially useful when trying to detect intermittent or time-related 
signals. Spectra or signals of interest can be recorded and then played back for detailed analysis 
—on the spot or later, under calmer conditions. Data can be stored to internal memory or an 
external device such as USB or SD flash memory.

Conclusion

Most military communication systems are designed to meet specific needs, and unique systems 
often require unique test plans. However, many face similar challenges in maintenance and 
troubleshooting. Keysight’s durable FieldFox analyzers are equipped to handle tasks ranging from 
routine measurements to in-depth troubleshooting. Results are comparable to those achieved 
with benchtop instruments, providing greater confidence in field measurements.

The ultimate goal is to protect those who go in harm’s way. As technology becomes more 
complex, assuring system readiness gets tougher. Keysight is a source of assurance that your 
mission will succeed. Through our expertise in measurement science and test processes, we 
give you more time for the bigger issues: fulfilling today’s mission and managing the transition to 
what comes next. By helping you create greater assurance in system readiness, Keysight frees 
you to focus where it counts.

Handling general troubleshooting
With its wealth of built-in capabilities, FieldFox 
supports general troubleshooting of radio, 
radar, electronic-warfare and satellite systems. 
Example tests include the following:

 – Received signal level

 – Power measurements

 – Path loss verification

 – Interference analysis

 – Antenna, waveguide and cable sweep

 – Filter/combiner verification

 – Transmitter/receiver verification and tuning

FieldFox is equipped to handle tasks 
ranging from routine maintenance to in-depth 
troubleshooting, enabling technicians and field 
engineers to carry precision with them.
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